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We were finally able to do it! After 3 months of delays, postponements, and disappointment, I

was able, with some of you, to bury my wife, my dear Cynthia. I have gone to bed each night since

mid-March agitated by the fact that her body has been in storage at Green Hills Mortuary for

too many weeks. I understand that my wife is not really in her body anymore, for she has been

transported into the presence of her Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ. But her body was still such an

important part of her. She lived in it for 56 years, and we lived together with it for 35 years of

marriage. My relationship with Cynthia had much to do with her body, her speech, her eyes, that

beautiful smile, her skin, her talents and daring acrobatics. Part of my commitment to her was to

take care of her body. Her burial service was beautiful and exactly as she wanted it to be.

 

My wise Christian therapist told me before the burial that this experience was a place where we

would help one another to engage in “thinning our grief.” He meant that when we sit in our grief

alone, it grows and even overwhelms. But when we join together, sharing our common yet unique

grief in our love and loss of Cynthia, we lighten its load. It begins to dissipate as we look into one

another’s eyes with the commonality of sorrow, mingled with hope. Watching people leave their

cars and gather, with social distancing and masks, I knew I was not alone in my determination to

honor Cynthia. When the several speakers shared, I heard stories that brought tears to all our

eyes, and deeply resonated with our own feelings about Cynthia. Kristin, her childhood friend and

maid of honor, spoke of being with Cynthia on a woman’s surf trip and receiving the news of a 4th

cancer recurrence; Suzanne, her sister and confidante, sharing the most intimate details of a

relationship moving each closer to Jesus; Melissa, an aerial partner sharing about the symbolism

of the 1,000 origami cranes made by aerialists for Cynthia during surgery. The gathered crowd

were invited to take several cranes and toss them onto the casket as a final blessing of flight to

Cynthia. Arisa and Nafeesa, along with 7 other aerialists wrapped the coffin with Cynthia’s own

silk, in a sacred ceremony embracing Cynthia with the love of a beautiful community. All these

acts of grace gave me courage to share my own words of thanksgiving to God for my dear wife.

 

During these strange times of moving back toward more engagement in community, do you have

intentional relationships where you can share your life with others, who will help you to “thin your

grief”? It is dangerous and debilitating holding our grief inside, hoping to manage it all by

ourselves. I encourage you to find ways to connect with friends one on one; to join with others for

River Home Church; or to plan on joining in corporate worship up in the Norris parking lot,

starting July 12. Isolation exacerbates our loneliness and sorrow. Authentic community, though it

does not eliminate sorrow, takes the sting out of grief as we trust God with the story he is calling

us to live into.

 


